PROJET SCIENTIFIQUE

Gretchen WINTER

Scientific Activities of Gretchen WINTER

Regarding her background and specializations Gretchen WINTER is formally being asked to participate in the scientific activities of LEJEP and the School of Law.

She is being asked to teach and expand program development in the domain of Compliance and Corporate Governance as it relates to her research and expertise.

As part of this, she will be asked to share knowledge and experience as Director for the Center for Professional Responsibility in Business and Society as well as her experience as Director for the Conference Board Council on Global Business Conduct.

She will be supporting the continued development of several research and academic activities based on her leadership and scientific contributions to the most current themes the field of Law and Business Ethics.

Finally, she will be asked to participate in conferences and moot courts connected to research activities that are connected to the School of Law. She is a regular advisor throughout the year for the School of Law in addition to the times she spends in France supporting the research activities here at the University of Cergy-Pontoise as well as activities that take place in Paris on behalf of the School of Law.